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OUT OF THE MASSES

A life is being lived,
It belongs to a boy who is nearly a man,

This thing, “man”, he cannot yet understand,
He knows not if it is him,

He follows the trail to who he will be.

Once he has come into himself,
He must again come out,

If only to blink,
See the world in the eyes of another,

Crossing between paths,
Wanting to tame the legions of voices around him,

Then not caring,
His voice is the only one he can pursue.

He has the universe ahead of him,
Some say conquer,

He will learn to say accept,
And he will likely fail to do so,

But he will try.

He will learn lessons often taught.
The innocent thing he once was is not to be remembered 

nor forgotten entirely.
The way home may be many ways,

And home may not be one place or person.
Away from certain luxury,

Can be closer to true luxury.
The heart of his fears will always be there,

It is up to him to see it.
...



...
He will find, the highlighted road is always crowded yet lonely,

The shrouded road is always quiet yet overwhelming,
And the road that is not a road at all is always his favorite.

He will long to devise divine designs,
But he cannot imagine being great,

He will come to know motivation to do more as the hardest part,
Only when his is done will he see,

The hardest part was appreciating what he did do.
His character will only grow,

But he will often move either too fast or too slow to see it until it is 
done.

There is something utterly precious about him,
What he does,

How he does it,
And why,

For as he does,
He lives,

And inside he knows,
Living is art.

- Evee Douglas





To climb a mountain is to forge charact
er,

The mountain is designed for the the p
erson,

Each set mountain forges a different c
haracter,

The person is designed for the characte
r,

The climb is cultivation,And the view at the top is worth it.





The voice of silk,Lush, malleable,Soo thing, rich,Abundant in comfort,Without regret,Ornate with description,You need not loo k too  far.



INTERVIEW

What is your biggest fear?
Coffee Shortage.  
I wouldn’t survive.

What do you think would make the world a better place?
If people started to imagine other peoples point of view. 
Screaming is easier than thinking.

Is there anything you regret?
Not living life to its fullest. 
You don’t get a second chance and it’s weird to realise that some 
moments are simply gone.

What is your biggest weakness?
BBQ Cheeseburgers + Milkshake

What was the first thought you had waking up this morning?
Oh god. 
5 more minutes, pleaaase.







An ancient comprehension,
But still beyond its years,
Never knowing no one sure again,
It won’t compete for a life already lived,
Constantly cancelling candid comments 
before they occur,
It will set out for the sun suddenly,
The time for order will come as it 
surpasses the current.










